We also showed that the resonances belong to the closed lower half plane.
X-3
In order to formulate the general problems and the rather special results that we have obtained so far , we first recall a simple geometric discussion from Gerard-Sjostrand [6] (related to the geometric scattering theory , see Reed-Simon [11] )
Let EQ>O be so small , that the conclusions of (0. 4° If r_ f 0 (or if r^ i 0 ) then K ^ 0 .
5°
If we define the true tails 3^ = r^\K , then the symplectic volume of 7 is equal to 0.
6
The following statements are equivalent :
(D y^ jt 0 , (ID y_ / 0 ,
is non empty for every a > 0 .
We also introduce F^ = 1^ Q p~1(0) , K° = K f\ p~1(0) . The properties 1 ,..,4° are true also with K , r replaced by K , F^ . 4 , 5 also remain valid under the additional assumption that dp -f-0 everywhere on p~1 (0) . (We then replace the symplectic volume by the corresponding Liouville measure.)
We have the following unwritten theorem of [?3 :
X-4
Theorem 0,2 . If K = 0 , then there are no resonances in some fixed h-independent neighborhood of 0 .
The interesting problem is then to find out what happens
, (see also [4] , ) we analyzed the case of a potential well in an island . In that case the resonances are generated by tunneling through a potential barrier and they are exponentially close to the real eigenvalues of a certain self adjoint eigenvalue problem . Moreover , we have T = F = K , so the true tails are empty.
We shall here describe two other simple cases , when it is possible two give a rather complete description of the resonances in certain regions. In both cases , it is rather easy to make some simple WKB-constuctions in order to guess the asymptotics of the resonances . The difficulty is rather to prove that these approximate WKB-resonances are close to actual resonances , and that there are no others . There is no place to discuss the methods of the proofs here and we refer to [6^ and [l 2] for further details. If we introduce the action : We assume that K is reduced to a point :
Since the Hamilton field of p has to vanish at that point, we have ^ = 0 , and after a translation , we may also assume that XQ = 0 . Then we also have that VV(0) = 0 , so 0 is a critical point with critical value 0 . We shall also assume that this point is non-degenerate , <x n ,y"> , [S",n"] so that <Ax",x"> > 0 , ^A^",^"] > 0 for
x" , ^" ^ 0 . We can then consider a local escape function :
G(x,S) = <x",x"> -[S"^"J .
It turns out that H G^ (x,0 I 2 on p~1 (0) , and that on A^ intersected with a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin , the function p . takes its values in a sector -tG arg z ^ IQ^'~"^^^\ , where 6. > 0 , and for every fixed (sufficiently small) t , we may take 9. as small as we like. Here we only give a rough sketch and refer to [12] for detailed statements and proofs. We shall produce our examples 2 by a perturbation argument . In R , we consider the unperturbed Scrodinger operator 
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Here the "first" resonance -2ih is simple , but the next one ; X.. (h) == -4ih is double . Now perturb the potential: Here M is a real-linear function of (q^,q.) , which can take arbitrary values in the space of complex symmetric 2x2ftj matrices y while M is a smooth function of (q-)/q^) ,
A» oo
with M-M = 0(h) in the C sense . We may assume that q, is allowed to be so large that we may have M(q^,q,) take any value in some neighborhood of 
